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(57) Defining a scalable cluster for high volume mes-
sage delivery and delivering messages between actors
is described. Actors are mapped to virtual nodes and

virtual nodes to nodes using mathematical algorithms.
The mathematical algorithms are further used to deter-
mine address information of actors for message delivery.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] Examples of the present invention relate to
messaging in a scalable cluster. More specifically, the
examples of the present invention relate to methods, ap-
paratuses and a related computer program product for
defining a scalable cluster and delivering messages with-
in. Examples of the present invention may be applicable
to actor based messaging

Background

[0002] Many network services require high level of ad-
aptation, self-organization, load balancing etc. For ex-
ample in real time messaging, turn-based multiplayer
games or other similar applications it is important that
the messages are delivered promptly. As participants
may join and leave the services as they which, a robust
and cost effective delivery of messages is a challenge.
Messages need to be delivered to all participants in a
service and each user can be active in multiple services.
Delivering all messages to all parties is one method and
sharing states (routing tables with address information)
continuously is another method of delivering the mes-
sages. As the number of parties may be enormous, it is
not efficient to deliver all messages to all parties. Sharing
states may also bring considerable overhead to the mes-
saging as the number of parties as well as their locations
change.

Summary

[0003] Therefore there is a need for an approach for
defining address information for a party sending and/or
receiving a message.
[0004] According to one example embodiment, a
method comprises obtaining a message containing an
actorID identifying, at least partly, an actor. The actorID
is utilized in at least one mathematical algorithm to de-
termine address information for the actor. The message
is delivered to the actor using the address information.
[0005] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises the at least one mathematical
algorithm being a deterministic algorithm.
[0006] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises the address information com-
prising address information of a node.
[0007] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises the node having a virtual node
associated with it.
[0008] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises the at least one mathematical
algorithm comprising a first mathematical algorithm that
is usable to determine the address information of a virtual
node and a second mathematical algorithm that is usable
to determine the address information of a physical node

associated with the virtual node.
[0009] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises the first algorithm being a
hashing algorithms and the second algorithm being a
consistent hashing algorithm.
[0010] According to another example embodiment the
method further comprises delivering the message first to
a segment in a buffer associated with the virtual node.
[0011] According to one example embodiment, a
method of delivering a message to an actor, wherein the
actor is identifiable, at least partly, by an actorID. The
message contains, at least, information of the actorID.
Wherein the delivering of the message comprises utili-
zation of the actorID in at least one mathematical algo-
rithm usable to determine address information associat-
ed with the actor.
[0012] According to another example embodiment, a
non-transitory computer-readable memory that contains
computer program readable instructions, where the ex-
ecution of the computer program instructions which,
when executed by at least one data processor causes:

- obtaining a message containing an actorID identify-
ing, at least partly, an actor;

- utilizing the actorID in at least one mathematical al-
gorithm to determine address information for the ac-
tor;

- delivering the message to the actor using the ad-
dress information.

[0013] According to another example embodiment, a
computer-readable memory contains computer program
instructions. The computer program instructions are ex-
ecuted by at least one data processor. Execution of the
computer program product causes delivering a message
to an actor, wherein the actor is identifiable, at least partly,
by an actorID. The message contains, at least, informa-
tion of the actorID, and wherein the delivering of the mes-
sage results in: -utilization of the actorID in at least one
mathematical algorithm usable to determine address in-
formation associated with the actor.
[0014] According to another example embodiment, an
apparatus comprises at least one processor and at least
one memory including computer program code config-
ured to, with the at least one processor, cause the appa-
ratus to perform at least the following:

- delivering a message to an actor, wherein the actor
is identifiable, at least partly, by an actorID. Where
the message contains, at least, information of the
actorID. The delivering of the message comprises
utilization of the actorID in at least one mathematical
algorithm usable to determine addrress information
associated with the actor.

[0015] According to another example embodiment an
example computer program product includes one or
more sequences of one or more instructions which, when
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executed by one or more processors, cause an appara-
tus to deliver a message to an actor, wherein the actor
is identifiable, at least partly, by an actorID. The message
contains, at least, information of the actorID. Wherein the
delivering of the message comprises utilization of the ac-
torID in at least one mathematical algorithm usable to
determine address information associated with the actor.
[0016] According to another example embodiment, a
non-transitory computer-readable medium encoded with
instructions that, when executed in hardware, perform a
process, the process comprising:

- obtaining a message containing an actorID identify-
ing, at least partly, an actor;

- utilizing the actorID in at least one mathematical al-
gorithm to determine address information for the ac-
tor;

- delivering the message to the actor using the ad-
dress information.

[0017] According to another example embodiment, an
apparatus comprises:

- means for obtaining a message containing an ac-
torID identifying, at least partly, an actor;

- means for utilizing the actorID in at least one math-
ematical algorithm to determine address information
for the actor;

- means for delivering the message to the actor using
the address information.

[0018] According to another example embodiment, a
computer implemented method comprises obtaining a
message containing an actorID identifying, at least partly,
an actor. The actorID is utilized in at least one mathe-
matical algorithm to determine address information for
the actor. The message is delivered to the actor using
the address information.

Brief description of the figures

[0019] The embodiments of the invention are illustrat-
ed by way of example - not by way of limitation, in the
figures of the accompanying drawings:

Figure 1 illustrates an example cluster.
Figure 2 further illustrates the example cluster.
Figure 3 further illustrates a flow chart defining how
an example cluster is defined.
Figure 4 illustrates a flow chart defining how an ex-
ample message delivery.
Figure 5 illustrates a simplified message delivery.
Figure 6 illustrates an example node device.
Figure 7 illustrates an example network.

Description of some embodiments

[0020] The following embodiments are exemplary on-

ly. Although the specification may refer to "an", "one", or
"some" embodiment(s), this does not necessarily mean
that each such reference is to the same embodiment(s),
or that the feature only applies to a single embodiment.
Single features of different embodiments may be com-
bined to provide further embodiments.
[0021] In the following, features of the invention will be
described with a simple example of a system architecture
in which various embodiments of the invention may be
implemented. Only elements relevant for illustrating the
embodiments are described in detail. Various implemen-
tations of the information system comprise elements that
are suitable for the example embodiments and may not
be specifically described herein.
[0022] Examples of a method, a computer readable
medium, an apparatus and a computer program product
for providing architecture for delivering messages are
disclosed.
[0023] As used herein, the term "actor" refers to a com-
putational entity capable of having a state and as re-
sponse to an event, for example a message, is capable
of altering the state. Furthermore the actor may be ca-
pable of, among other things, making local decisions,
create more actors, send messages, and determine how
to respond to the messages received. An actor may rep-
resent for example:

- a user, referred as user actor hereafter;
- a chat room, referred as chat room actor hereafter;
- a game state, referred as game state actor hereafter;
- a multiplayer game state, referred as multiplayer

game state actor hereafter.

[0024] The list of example actors above is not exhaus-
tive. Various types of actors can be introduced depending
on need. The actors may be independent and they may
also be equal and the actors are capable of communi-
cating with other actors by at least sending or receiving
messages.
[0025] As used herein, the term "actorID" refers to data
that is used to authenticate an actor. The data can be
any data that can be used to individually authenticate an
actor. Examples of such data are for example strings of
numbers or letters or symbols or a combination of all
previously mentioned.
[0026] As used herein, the term "message" refers to
an object of communication containing a discrete set of
data sent from one actor to another. The message may
contain, but is not limited to, for example, an actorID iden-
tifying the actor sending the message and another ac-
torID identifying the actor receiving the message, mes-
sage content and type of the message. The type of the
message may be embedded into the message content.
The message may be human-readable or non-human-
readable and it may be sent between the actors (persons,
devices, applications and any combinations thereof). It
can be for example a chat message from a user to another
user, a game event from an actor to another, information
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to be delivered from one application to another applica-
tion etc.
[0027] As used herein, the term "vnode" (virtual node)
refers to an abstract group of actors. An actor is associ-
ated with a vnode based on its actorID. The actors may
be associated with vnodes using consistent hashing al-
gorithm.
[0028] As used herein, the term "node" refers to a phys-
ical computational entity capable of managing virtual
nodes associated with it. The virtual nodes are associat-
ed with the nodes deterministically using a mathematical
model and the nodes use same model for defining the
vnode to node mapping. Each node is responsible for a
group of vnodes. At least one of the nodes may be im-
plemented using cloud computing services, which may
appear to be provided by real server hardware but are in
fact served up by virtual hardware and simulated by soft-
ware running on one or more real machines.
[0029] As used herein, the term "cluster" refers to a
group of nodes which are connected to work together
and can be in some cases seen as a single system. The
nodes may be connected by a network comprising any
combination of hardware and software components en-
abling a process in one node to send or receive informa-
tion to or from another process in another node. The net-
work may be, for example, a local area network, a home
network, a storage area network, a campus network, a
backbone network, a cellular network, a metropolitan ar-
ea network, a wide area network, an enterprise private
network, a virtual private network, a private or public
cloud or an internetwork, or a combination of any of these.
[0030] As used herein, the term "consistent hashing
algorithm" refers to an optimized kind of hashing where
assignments are done using an algorithm decreasing
need for remapping when changes happen. If cluster size
changes a number of vnodes may be associated with
other nodes. Vnodes may be associated to new nodes
or re-associated to existing nodes. Cluster size may
change when the number of actors (like user actors)
change. Consistent hashing minimizes number of chang-
es in vnode assignments. The algorithm requires knowl-
edge of number of the nodes in the cluster and some
identification information for the nodes. As a part of the
algorithm the nodes can be ordered for example by the
identification information, which may comprise for exam-
ple an address or a inique running number assigned to
each of the nodes. Each node in a cluster is responsible
for a group of vnodes determined by a consistent hashing
algorithm.
[0031] As used herein, the term "client" refers to an
external entity connecting to the cluster. Client may be
any kind of device with a user interface like a portable
gaming device, a mobile phone, a computer, a pad-de-
vice, a media device in a car, a household device like a
fridge, a TV etc.
[0032] As used herein, the term "actor messaging" re-
fers to messaging between the actors. Several suitable
scalable messaging solutions exist like Akka, Riak, Kafka

etc. which can be used as a scalable back-end solution
for chat systems and game servers among others. Actor
messaging may include buffering of messages.
[0033] As used herein, the term "external messaging"
refers to messaging between the actors and clients. Sev-
eral suitable messaging solutions exist like WebSocket,
https etc. Clients are capable of utilizing the external mes-
saging when sending messages to actors or receiving
messages from actors.
[0034] As used herein, the term "buffer" refers to an
entity for storing data in specified queue. The entity may
be region on memory and the data can be organized
according to many suitable message queuing protocols,
including RabbitMQ, Kafka and other suitable buffering
systems.
[0035] As used herein, the term "address information"
refers to data that is used to define information for deliv-
ering a message to correct receiver. The information in-
cludes information to which vnode an actor is assigned
to and to which node a vnode is assigned to.
[0036] Figure 1 is a diagram of a cluster CL capable
of providing architecture for delivering messages accord-
ing to one example embodiment. The diagram is simpli-
fied including only one client C1, one actor A1, four nodes
N1 - N4 and eight vnodes VN1 - VN8. Number of nodes
N, virtual nodes VN associated with the nodes and actors
associated with virtual nodes may vary depending on
need.
[0037] The client C1 needs only one connection to the
cluster CL. Messaging to and from the client C1 is ar-
ranged using external messaging. In the cluster CL virtual
nodes VN1 - VN8 are associated with the nodes N1 - N4
as follows:

VN1 and VN2 to N1
VN3 and VN4 to N2
VN5 and VN6 to N3
VN7 and VN8 to N4

[0038] For each client connection there is a corre-
sponding user actor in the cluster. In Figure 1 the client
C1 has a corresponding actor A1 (user actor) in vnode
VN7 which belongs to node N4.
[0039] Figure 2 further illustrates messaging between
clients C and actors A. Dotted lines between clients C1-
C6 and actors A1-A7 represent external messaging and
the continuous lines between actors A represent actor
messaging. Like in Figure 1 every client C is connected
to the cluster CL (not depicted in Figure 2) with one con-
nection to the corresponding actor A.
[0040] In Figure 2 the clients C and actors A are iden-
tified with user names in order to simplify the illustration.
It is to be noted that one person may have more than one
clients C. For example person Sarah has two clients, C1
"Sarah" and C2 "Sarah" connected to the same cluster
and associated with the same actor A1 "Sarah". The more
than one clients of a same person may exist on a same
or separate user devices with same or different applica-
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tions connected to the cluster CL. Furthermore, in some
example embodiments, the client C may be an applica-
tion server or similar running a large number of sessions
which may have multiple separate actors active on the
cluster CL.
[0041] Let us consider an example where two persons,
Mike and Sarah are playing a multiplayer game. They
are using for example mobile phones with wireless con-
nection to access the game. They both are connected to
the same cluster and capable of using services available
there. Either of the persons may have initiated a game
session and invited the other one to join.
[0042] In the example embodiment of Figure 2 client
C4 Game-Supervisor, is associated with game actor A4
"Mike-Sarah-Game" with which user actors A1 "Sarah"
and A6 "Mike" are exchanging messages using actor
messaging. The messages may be game events relating
to current status or action in a game. In case the mes-
sages originate from or are addressed to clients C1 "Sa-
rah", C2 "Sarah", C6 "Mike" or C4 "Game-Supervisor"
external messaging is used. In general: in the gaming
example user actors take care of handling incoming and
outgoing messages for the clients and forwards messag-
es between relevant gaming actors.
[0043] Let us consider an example where two persons,
Tom and Mike are chatting using a messaging applica-
tion. They are using for example laptops with wireless
connection to access the messaging application. They
both are connected to the same cluster and capable of
using services available there. Either of the persons may
have initiated a chatting session and invited the other
one to join.
[0044] In another example embodiment of Figure 2 is
illustrated how clients C5 "Tom" and C6 "Mike" are con-
nected to the user actors "Tom" A5 and "Mike" A6 which
are both connected to the messaging thread actor A7
"Tom-Mike-Chat", which is a chatting actor for exchang-
ing messages between users Mike and Tom. As an ex-
ample Mike types a message using a chat application in
his user device to Mike. The message is first delivered
to actor A6 "Mike" using external messaging and then,
using actor messaging, from actor A6 "Mike" to actor A7
"Mike-Tom-Chat" and forwarded to actor A5 "Tom" and
finally to client C5 "Tom" using external messaging. Now
Tom is able to read the message using his chat applica-
tion on his user device. In general: in the chat example
user actors take care of handling incoming and outgoing
messages for the clients and forwards messages be-
tween relevant messaging threads.
[0045] Figure 2 further illustrates an example embod-
iment where user Linda - client C3 "Linda" is connected
to user actor "Linda" A3 which is connected to game actor
A2 "Linda-Game". In this example user Linda, client C3
"Linda" or user actor A3 "Linda" is not connected to any
other user actor - only to the game actor A2 "Linda game".
[0046] Figure 3 is an flowchart describing an example
method how actors A and virtual nodes VN are associ-
ated with nodes N. Number of nodes may vary from one

to n. Virtual nodes VN are associated with the nodes N
using mathematical determination (30). Actors A are as-
sociated with the virtual nodes using mathematical de-
termination (31). The mathematical determination in both
steps (30 and 31) may use same methods or be different.
The mathematical determination may comprise consist-
ent hashing or other suitable methods for mapping. It is
to be noted that in some embodiments the actor A may
be associated directly to a node N and virtual node VN
is not needed. The arrows in figure 3 illustrate that at
least some embodiments of the invention may be imple-
mented when defining a cluster CL and at least some
when delivering messages in an existing cluster CL.
[0047] The simplified examples in figures 1 and 2 de-
pict situations where only few clients C are present. When
the number of clients C and thus actors A and nodes N
increase the situation gets more complex. Especially as
the clients C may join and leave the cluster CL as they
wish and also start/stop using applications (generat-
ing/end actors A) handling message delivery promptly
and efficiently is important.
[0048] When designing a cluster according to at least
some embodiments the number of estimated users can
be estimated and then calculated how many nodes are
needed to do all the processing the cluster need to be
able to handle. When building up a cluster the number
of nodes is defined and each node has individual identi-
fication information, which can be for example IP-ad-
dress, a running numbering assigned to the nodes, name
or other suitable means.
[0049] The nodes are associated with a number of vir-
tual nodes. Each virtual node has individual address in-
formation defining how the virtual nodes are organized.
The term address information with relation to vnodes may
be an abstract definition how the vnode information is
organized in a node or in a cluster.
[0050] If the amount of the nodes needs to be changed,
some of the vnodes are associated with new nodes using
consistent hashing algorithm to minimize the number or
re-mappings. The nodes get information of the current
amount of nodes for example by monitoring the cluster
size (e.g. monitoring IP-address space) or there may be
a controlling system informing the nodes about changes
in the cluster size.
[0051] When a client C wishes to connect for example
to a game actor in a cluster CL, a message is generated
by an application running in a user device of client C and
sent to any node in the cluster using external messaging.
The message is redirected to the correct vnode VN on
correct node N directly by determining how the game
actor is assigned to a vnode and the vnode to a node.
As the same method is used for all clients and other en-
tities when creating an actor A, there is no need to update
and share explicit routing tables including address infor-
mation for all actors A. The routing tables are look-up
tables, which are used to store and share address infor-
mation for actors in a cluster. One benefit of at least one
embodiment is that there is no need to synchronize the
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routing tables regarding how each vnode and actor are
associated in the cluster. As the mapping is consistent,
the correct vnode and correct node are always deter-
mined purely using the mathematical algorithms, which
take away the need for a shared mapping table. The map-
pings can be calculated on the go or they can be deter-
mined in advance. A node is aware of which vnodes be-
long to which nodes but the nodes do have not interact
otherwise. Another way of managing messaging is to
send all messages always to all actors, which would yield
excessive load on actors and messaging pathways.
[0052] Figure 4 illustrates an example embodiment
where delivery of a message is shown as a flow chart.
In step 41 a message is received or obtained, the mes-
sage containing at least sender actorID and receiver ac-
torID identifying sender actor and receiver actor of the
message. In step 42 a mathematical algorithm is used
to determine which vnode (first vnode) the sender actorID
is associated with and which vnode (second vnode) the
receiver actorID is associated with. It is to be noted that
the determination of actorIDs in step 42 can be done in
any order.
[0053] In step 43 it is checked if the sender actorID and
the receiver actorID are associated with the same node.
If yes - the message is delivered to the second vnode -
step 44 and further to the receiver actor - step 45.
If no - it is determined, using a mathematical algorithm,
which node the second vnode is associated with - step 46.
[0054] In the latter case the message is delivered to a
buffer in a buffer system- step 47. The message is then
delivered or obtained from the buffer to the second vnode
- step 48 and finally to the receiver actor - step 49.
[0055] Figure 5 illustrates an example embodiment
where a message containing an actorID is obtained, 50.
The actorID identifies, at least partly, an actor. Utilizing
the actorID in at least one mathematical algorithm, 51 to
determine address information for the actor and deliver-
ing, 52 the message to the actor using the address infor-
mation.
[0056] Figure 6 illustrates an example node device. As
described earlier the node refers to a physical or virtual
computational entity capable of managing virtual nodes
associated with it. The computational entity may be a
device capable of handling data. It may be a server de-
vice, computer or like running a chat application or a
game application etc. The node device, 60 comprises a
memory (MEM), 61 for storing information relating e.g.
to the virtual nodes associated with it, instructions how
to handle messages etc. The memory 61 may comprise
volatile or non-volatile memory, for example EEPROM,
ROM, PROM, RAM, DRAM, SRAM, firmware, program-
mable logic, etc.
[0057] The node device, 60 further comprises one or
more processor units (CPU), 62 for processing the in-
structions and running computer programs and an inter-
face unit (IF), 63 for sending and receiving messages.
[0058] Figure 7 illustrates an example network system
in which at least one embodiment of the present invention

may be implemented. The shown network system com-
prises a node device 60, a user device 72, a server device
73 and network 71. The network 71 represents here any
combination of hardware and software components that
enables a process in one communication endpoint to
send or receive information to or from another process
in another, remote communication endpoint. The net-
work 61 may be, for example, a personal area network,
a local area network, a home network, a storage area
network, a campus network, a backbone network, a met-
ropolitan area network, a wide area network, an enter-
prise private network, a virtual private network, or an in-
ternetwork, or a combination of any of these. The exam-
ple network system of figure 7 is a simplified illustration
depicting only one node device 60, user device 72 and
server device 73. As defined earlier the amounts of the
devices may vary. The devices are shown as separate
units but in some embodiments any of the node device
60, user device 72 or server device 73 may be imple-
mented in a same device. For example the server device
73 may be implemented on the node device 60 acting as
a messaging server, a game server, a chat room server
etc.
[0059] While various aspects of the invention have il-
lustrated and described as block diagrams, message flow
diagrams, flow charts and logic flow diagrams, or using
some other pictorial representation, it is well understood
that the illustrated units, blocks, device, system ele-
ments, procedures and methods may be implemented
in, for example, hardware, software, firmware, special
purpose circuits or logic, a computing device or some
combination thereof.
[0060] It is apparent to a person skilled in the art that
as technology advances, the basic idea of the invention
can be implemented in various ways. The invention and
its embodiments are therefore not restricted to the above
examples, but they may vary within the scope of the
claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

- obtaining a message containing an actorID
identifying, at least partly, an actor;
- utilizing the actorID in at least one mathemat-
ical algorithm to determine address information
for the actor;
- delivering the message to the actor using the
address information.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the at least
one mathematical algorithm is a deterministic algo-
rithm.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the address
information comprises address information of a
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node.

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein the node
has a virtual node associated with it.

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein a first math-
ematical algorithm is usable to determine the ad-
dress information of a virtual node and a second
mathematical algorithm is usable to determine the
address information of a physical node associated
with the virtual node.

6. A method according to claim 5 wherein the first al-
gorithm is a hashing algorithms and the second al-
gorithm is a consistent hashing algorithm.

7. A method according to any of claim 1 to 6 further
comprising delivering the message first to a segment
in a buffer associated with the virtual node.

8. A computer program product including one or more
sequences of one or more instructions which, when
executed by one or more processors, cause an ap-
paratus to at least perform the steps of at least:

- obtaining a message containing an actorID
identifying, at least partly, an actor;
- utilizing the actorID in at least one mathemat-
ical algorithm to determine address information
for the actor;
- delivering the message to the actor using the
address information.

9. A computer program product according to claim 8,
wherein the at least one mathematical algorithm is
a deterministic algorithm.

10. A computer program product according to claim 8,
wherein the address information comprises address
information of a node.

11. A computer program product according to claim 10,
wherein the node has a virtual node associated with
it.

12. A computer program product according to claim 11,
wherein a first mathematical algorithm is usable to
determine the address information of a virtual node
and a second mathematical algorithm is usable to
determine the address information of a physical node
associated with the virtual node.

13. A computer program product according to claim 12
wherein the first algorithm is a hashing algorithms
and the second algorithm is a consistent hashing
algorithm.

14. A computer program product according to any of

claims 18 to 23 further comprising delivering the
message first to a segment in a buffer associated
with the virtual node.

15. An apparatus comprising means for:

- obtaining a message containing an actorID
identifying, at least partly, an actor;
- utilizing the actorID in at least one mathemat-
ical algorithm to determine address information
for the actor;
- delivering the message to the actor using the
address information.
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